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Casimir effect

Magdeburg hemispheres (1656)

attractive net pressure due to
vacuum fluctuations of the
electromagnetic field

→ Casimir effect (1948)



Casimir effect and quantronics
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Scattering approach
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Ï corresponding differences hold for the Casimir free energy and
entropy

Ï Casimir entropy can be negative



What is the temperature scale?

thermal photons also contribute to the Casimir effect

Ï thermal photons become increasingly important as the
distance between the scatterers increases

Ï dimensionless temperature
kBTL

ħc
Ï room temperature corresponds to 7.6µm



Casimir free energy
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Casimir force
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dL

Ï vacuum + thermal photons

Casimir entropy

S =−dF

dT

Ï only thermal photons



Casimir force for perfect mirrors

T = 0 T →∞
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Ï in one dimension, thermal photons suppress the Casimir force

Ï in three dimensions, an entropic Casimir force occurs in the
high-temperature limit



Casimir entropy in 1d
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Ï the Casimir entropy diverges for identical perfectly reflecting
scatterers

Ï in contrast to the 3d case, the Casimir entropy can remain
negative in the high-temperature limit

Ï the Casimir entropy at high temperatures is very sensitive to
the reflection properties



An example in 3d
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S. Umrath, M. Hartmann, GLI, P. A. Maia Neto (2015)

Ï positive Casimir entropy at high temperatures

Ï geometric contribution due to polarization mixing

Ï dissipative contribution due to TE modes



Tuning the reflection coefficient
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Ï scatterers with different phase are relatively easy to realize

Ï a dissipative element reduces the zero-frequency reflectivity

Ï dissipation can be described consistently within the scattering
formalism



Conclusions

Ï The Casimir effect in one dimension differs significantly from
the three-dimensional case.

Ï The Casimir entropy in one dimension depends strongly on
the reflectivity of the two scatterers. In contrast to the
three-dimensional case, it can remain negative even in the
high-temperature limit.

Ï Transmission-line setups allow to tune the reflectivity and
might be an interesting tool to study the Casimir effect in one
dimension.


